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1. Dove Grey Gesso noticeBoarD
This dove grey 3 panelled pin board becomes a work of art, 
backed in our very own Paisley fabric and with a grey gesso 
frame. It’s perfect for pinning favourite cards, useful telephone 
numbers and event reminders. It’s so beautiful it works as a 
decorative frame for mementos and souvenirs of times past. 
L 78cm x W 34cm.
£42 H-GNOTICE 

2. Decorative Gesso BoarDs    NEW
Two sizes of elegantly shaped decorative boards to show your 
favourite objects. They are made from mango wood and finished 
in smooth dove-grey gesso, and raised underneath to lift them
off the surface. The larger is perfect as a dining table or 
sideboard centrepiece with flowers and candles. The smaller 
works beautifully on a shelf with a small vase, or on a dressing 
table for all your bottles and tubs.
£26	 H-BOARDLG	 Large  L 41cm W 32cm
£20	 H-BOARDSM	 Small  L29cm W 23cm

3. Glass Bell Jar    NEW
If you love something . . . show it. A handsome way of presenting 
your treasures, your memories or your antiques. Express yourself 
with this graceful bell jar displaying your choice piece on a 
mantelpiece or sideboard, or in the centre of your dining room 
table. More than one looks twice as nice and it sits beautifully
on our Large Gesso Board . H 30cm x W 20cm.
£28 H-BELLG

4. hanGinG PumPkin votives    NEW
A pair of sumptuous pumpkin-shaped glass hanging tea lights
with a frosted finish in our enduringly popular mercury-silver. 
Place a tea light candle in the bottom for a charming romantic 
glow. Elegant indoors for dinner, or maybe grouped outside 
hanging from a tree on a starry-eyed evening.
£22	 H-FRPUMP Set of 2

5. shaDow Boxes
Our wooden shadow boxes come in two sizes, are beautifully
handmade and make charming, original wedding or christening 
presents. Each frame is hinged at the front and backed with
our Cox & Cox fabric to allow you to attach nostalgic 
memorabilia with the supplied pins. Perfect for love letters, 
postcards, jewellery, arts and crafts, baby booties or perhaps 
baby’s first vest!
£40	 H-BOXS   Small  H 26cm x W 26cm x D 2cm (as shown)
£62	 H-BOXL   Large  H 49cm x W 46cm x D 2cm (not shown)

6. Paisley Box shelf    NEW
If we had to have a mission statement it would surely mention 
the words practical and pretty together. This piece of furniture 
is a happy marriage of the pair. In the form of a box frame with 
shelves, sturdy yet elegant, it cries out for you to show your 
favourite objects. Finished in grey gesso and backed by our very 
own delicate Paisley fabric. Perfect in a bedroom or bathroom. 
H 50cm x W 50cm x D 10cm.
£65 H-SHBOX
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1. lustre vases
These lovely lustred gold vases make amazing value presents 
if you wrap them individually for friends. They are beautifully 
designed and each set contains 8 vases. Because they are so
dainty, they are a very economic way of decorating your table
as you can simply pick single flower heads - even a buttercup
would look good. 
Each vase: H 5cm x Dia 4.5cm.
£22 P-VAS Set of 8

2. summerPrint tea liGhts    NEW
When Spring is sprung pop a tea light in these enchanting holders. 
The outside of the glass is lined with paper in 3 different and very 
pretty prints. When lit the tea lights really come to life and the
pale purples and greens harmonise in the soft light. They look
truly wonderful lined up along the centre of a table, inside or out. 
H 7cm x W 6cm.
£15.50 H-SUMMER

3. three hyacinth BulB vases
There’s nothing easier than growing hyacinth bulbs, and this set
of three vases lends a lovely old-fashioned feel to your blooms.
The glass is hand engraved and coated with jewel colours of
green, purple, and clear and you don’t have to stick to hyacinths,
of course. H 14cm x Dia 7cm at top. Please wash with care in 
cold water, coated glass.
£18.50	 H-HYA	 	 Set of 3

4. mercury silvereD tea liGhts
Designed to match our silvered candlesticks (on page 11),
this set of 4 silvered glass tea lights will look fabulous on a
table at a dinner party, by your bed or even in the bathroom! 
H 7cm x Dia 7cm.
£14.50	 H-TEA  Set of 4

5. matte lustre vases
These are one of our favourite products, fantastic value too, either 
for you to keep or as a gift. A set of eight,  four in gold and four in 
purple, these matte finish lustre vases are just delicious. Suitable
for little buds, they will look wonderful in groups dotted around
the dinner table or along the mantelpiece. 
H 5.5cm  x D 2cm top, 5cm bottom.
£22 X-VAS  Set of 8
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6. lace hurricane canDle    NEW
Eureka! The everlasting candle. This product is an ingenious and strikingly pretty tea light holder.
Beautiful antique lace is embedded into the large wax oval holder, making every single one unique 
and special. At the bottom is a place for the tea light. When lit the effect is of a large glowing candle,
the flame highlighting the lace. The wax shell is protected from melting, and only the replaceable
tea light runs out. So, a fantastic present they will have forever. H 23cm x W 17cm.
£32 H-LACE

NEW
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2. carveD anGel winGs
This beautiful pair of hand-carved wooden wings looks
heavenly on any wall. Would look perfect above a child’s bed; 
equally stunning on a plain plaster wall. Limed wood, carving
may vary, hanging fixings on reverse.  H 30cm.
£35 H-ANG Pair

1. three Gesso stars    NEW
A star brings joy and wonder. Three is the magic number when
you hang them in the house. So picture the feel good factor of
these beautiful stars adorning your wall or mantelpiece. Finished
in grey gesso and in varying sizes, they can be hung on your wall
or lean comfortably on a shelf. 
Largest W 40cm, Middle 29cm, Smallest W 20cm.
£67	 H-GSTAR3
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6. wooDen wall Decoration
Give even the plainest wall a lift! This scrolling wall decoration is 
hand-carved in limed wood with a whitewashed finish, and makes 
the perfect accent above an alcove, fireplace, door or bed.
Finish may vary as these are hand-made.  L 70cm x H 12cm.
£22	 H-LIME

7. hanGinG heart
Hang from a door handle or hook in your bedroom, bathroom
or anywhere - however you use it, this hand-carved wooden
French heart with hanging loop will add tactile charm. It makes
a pretty gift for a girlfriend.  H 9.5cm x W 10cm.
£8.50 F-HEART

8. live siGn
This graphic wooden decoration would work well hung on
a wall or sat on a shelf in any room in the house, but especially
a teenager’s bedroom, to provide instant inspiration to live life
to the full. Designed to both stimulate and decorate, the stylish 
typeface is painted off-white to complement any colour scheme. 
It also looks fabulous when re-painted in a strong colour that 
contrasts well with the existing shade of your wall. L 38cm x H 16cm.
£14.50 H-LIVE

3. 	wooDen star
Make an original style statement with this five-pointed wooden star. 
The rustic whitewashed/limed finish of this decoration is beautifully 
offset by the simplicity of a plainly painted wall. These stars were 
originally hung in Shaker houses to symbolise good luck.  Dia 56cm.
£45 H-WSTAR

4. frienDshiP BirDs
These two beautiful birds come in a neat little nesting box.
Made from weathered metal, you can give one as a gift and
keep the other as proof of an enduring friendship. Simple but
totally adorable.  L 6cm.
£9.50 G-BIRD Box of 2

5. think siGn
If you’re looking for instant inspiration, this graphic wooden
wall decoration certainly does the trick. Designed to stimulate
and decorate, it makes a big impact for little money. The stylish 
typeface is supplied in off-white to suit any colour background,
but it would also look great painted in a contrasting colour.
Can be positioned on a shelf or hung on a wall. 
L 28cm x H 17cm.
£14.50 H-THIN
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1. towel laDDer
This is such a simple and stylish way of hanging towels in the 
bathroom - and this new version has a wooden peg at the top
for smaller towels.  It can simply lean against the wall and would 
work just as well in the bedroom for hanging jeans or trousers on. 
H 162cm x W 42cm.
£50 H-LAD

2. Decorative shelf
Practical and pretty, our best-selling delightful decorative shelf. 
Lined with blue and green printed damask paper to portray 
shabby chic, with a carved decoration and a slightly distressed 
paint finish. It would look beautiful in a kitchen, a bedroom or 
perhaps a child’s room, and will add glamour to a laundry room
or loo. W 90cm x H 70cm x D13cm.
£135 H-DSHELF	

3. velvet DrawstrinG BaG
Following the success of our velvet beauty bag, here is a
weekend or overnight drawstring version. The larger size
is great for brushes, make-up or toiletries. And the pattern
is as gorgeous as ever. Dry clean only.  H 30cm x W 25cm.
£16.50 H-DRBAG	

4. mercury silvereD canDlesticks
Hand-made twisted candlesticks are hard to find, and these 
silvered ones represent great value. Would look fabulous in
an extravagant gesture of 6 or more as a table centre piece.
Hold candles with a diameter up to 2.5cm.
Large: H 25.5cm, Small: H 19cm.
£33 H-CAND Set of 3: 1 large, 2 small.

5. Pretty coloureD Bowls
You can never have enough bowls. Four very feminine bowls in 
the design of an open flower, with a wonderfully subtle and muted 
variation of colours. With countless uses, they will look beautiful 
on a dressing table, in the bathroom, and in the kitchen. Or why 
not give any number away as economical presents.  Dia 8.5cm.
£18.50 H-DECBOWL	 Set of 4 

6. lemon Drizzle cake canDle
Great for any room in the house, but especially for a kitchen,
this fragranced candle is divine. Smelling exactly like lemon 
drizzle cake, it really makes your mouth water! The candle
comes boxed and would make a lovely weekend thank you gift.
H 10.5cm x D 8cm.
£20 H-LEM	

7. larGe anD small velvet Beauty BaGs
With their opulent designs and gorgeous colours, these
sumptuous velvet bags would make lovely presents for a 
girlfriend. Why not treat yourself too? The perfect beauty
bags to pack for a weekend away. Dry clean only. 
£8.50 H-BAG  Small: L 20cm x W 5cm x H 14cm
£20 H-LGBAG  Large: L 36cm x W 20cm x H 30cm 

8. motif tea liGhts
We really love these - three white glass tea light holders
with vintage motifs of a crown, a heart and a hand in
a stunning graphic. They look even better when lit.
They make great presents but you might want to keep
some for yourselves! H 7cm x D 6cm.
£15.50 H-WTEA	 Set of 3

Look on the web for more great ideas!10
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1. chilDren’s art frame
Here is our original single frame version. The depth of this 
wonderful art frame can easily accommodate 3D creations,
or you can store several sheets of paper and rotate an
endless stream of masterpieces. Holds A4 artwork landscape
or portrait.  H 35cm x W 26cm x D 2.5cm.
£25 C-FRAME

2. chilDren’s triPle art frame
Mothers . . . another day, another masterpiece from school.
Our single art frame was a big hit, so we have added a triple 
version. Proudly present 3 works of art created by your little 
treasures simultaneously. The works simply slot into the frames
and can be endlessly changed to show their artistic development. 
The slots are deep to hold lots of pieces or a collage, and are
A4 size. The frame can be hung portrait or landscape.
Frame W 69cm x H 35cm.
£35 M-TRIPFRAME 

3. crown hook
Make a style statement in your home with this generously sized 
crown hook. With its vintage patina finish it creates a stunning
effect - a row of three in a bathroom would look amazing.
H 33cm x W 28cm.
£12.50 H-CROW

4.  metal hearts
These Indian silver hearts would look lovely hung from drawer 
handles, cupboard locks, even on light pulls. Over time, they
will get a gorgeous antique-tarnished finish.
£15.50 X-HEART  Set of 3

5. three silvereD milaGros
Hand-made silvered milagros like these are really very special. 
Originating from Mexico, milagros are traditional folk charms
that are used as votive offerings. Each of these differently sized 
charms is hung on black ribbon and they come in a box. 
H 10cm x W 6cm; H 13cm x W 8cm; H 20cm x W 13cm.
£15.50 H-MIL  Set of 3 
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8. BlackBoarD PeG rack
This delightful dove-grey gesso finish wooden peg rack features 
a little blackboard and a peg for everyday of the week. It’s the 
perfect way for a busy family to stay on top of everyone’s activities, 
and to keep all the kit and caboodle ready to grab when you need 
it. Being organised has never looked so good. L 109cm x H 33cm.
£46 H-RACK

9. Photo frame hook    NEW
How do children know which hook is theirs if they are not old 
enough to read their names? Easy - by the picture. So we have 
exclusively designed and produced these coat hooks. Two 
charming dove grey gesso wooden picture frames with metal
and ceramic hooks attached. Use them for hats and coats.
Dogs can’t read either, so where will yours go to fetch his lead? 
Frame H 10cm x W 9cm. Image size 6cm x 5cm. Hook length 8cm.
£14.50 H-PHOOK  Set of 2

6. PainteD coat hook    NEW
This is a great value decorative piece. 3 long graceful curved metal 
coat hooks attached by baroque-style plates to a wooden backing 
painted in strongly distressed antique blue. The hooks are tipped
by retro-feel knobs that are gentle on your clothes.  It’s so striking
it seems a crime to hide it away under coats and hats. 
L 38cm x H 13cm.
£18.50 H-PAINTHOOK

7. Gesso PeG rail    NEW
The Shakers bequeathed us a style of furniture known for its 
simplicity, functionality and quality. To these values we add 
modernity with this coat hook - finished in our distinctive dove
grey gesso are 5 sturdy polished metal hooks. Most houses could
do with more than one, so do as the Shakers did and line your
walls with them. L 1m x W 20cm.
£50 H-GPEGRAIL
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1. all you neeD is love!
This lovely message is hand-stencilled onto two wooden panels
to create attractive and original typographic wall art. Use them
to make a strong style statement on your wall. Would make an 
original and memorable wedding or anniversary present.
Each panel: L 91cm x H 46cm. With a distressed finish, these
are handmade.
£250 P-LOVEALL	

2. Photo cuBe
A blast from the past that’s just as brilliant now as it was then!
This acrylic photo cube has six sides and is able to hold five
different photographs, a child’s drawing or perhaps a memorable 
note. Great for office desks, kids bedrooms and coffee tables to 
promote happy memories at all times.  8.3cm x 8.3cm.
£4.50 H-CUBE

3. Photo tray
This fantastic photo tray is a great gift for relatives - just fill it with 
family photos. It’s great for grannies! Or perhaps you’ll give it to a 
friend as a thank you present for a great weekend or holiday, filled 
with memories of a good time. It would also make a lovely wedding 
or anniversary gift. L 45cm x W 37cm.
£35 H-HTRAY

4. Grey Gesso Dove
In praise of the Dove, a symbol of peace and love since the days 
when Noah last kept an aviary. Bring that spirit into your house,
or a friend’s, with this beautiful hand carved wooden dove,
gesso finished and painted in pale grey for a neutral look.
L 24cm  x H 19cm.
£12.50 X-GDOVE
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7. three antiqueD frames
Whether they’re hung on a wall or placed on a shelf, these
antiqued frames look stunning grouped as a set. Each frame has
a different design, with the smallest one featuring copper detail
on the slip. The two largest frames hold photos measuring
15cm x 10cm, the third 7.5cm x 7.5cm.
H 28cm x W 23cm; H 28cm x W 22cm; H 20cm x W 20cm. 
£45 H-WFRAM Set of 3 

8. keePsake Box
We designed this as a wonderful way to display the things you love. 
An elegant wooden black box frame with a hinged glass front.
It’s deep enough to show objects rather than pictures, and backed 
with luscious turquoise velvet. Place treasures that mean alot to you 
inside, and then hang on your wall. Maybe your child’s first shoes, 
some shells and pebbles, or favourite jewellery.
H 26.5cm x W 26.5cm  x D 11cm.
£42 H-KEEP	

5. square Gesso frame
A great addition to our rectangular gesso photograph frame,
this square version features a lovely painted dove grey finish for
a chalky feel. It works brilliantly with either black & white or colour 
photos and a group of frames hanging together looks fantastic.
L 19cm x L 19cm, holds photo measuring  7.5cm x 7.5cm.
Includes wall-fixings and struts for free-standing.
£15.50 H-SGFRAME  Each
£39 H-3SGFRAME  Set of 3

6. Dove Grey Gesso frame
Made exclusively for us, a beautiful picture frame in a soft dove 
grey gesso finish. This elegant frame works well with pencil and ink 
drawings and monochrome photos as well as colour. Placing these 
simple, yet sophisticated, frames in a group of three or more will 
look fantastic. Frame holds prints measuring 15cm x 10cm.
£18.50 H-GFRAM
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1. wire mail Box
Retro-styled, this wonderful wire mail box is great-looking as well 
as infinitely practical. Attach it to the back of your door to catch the 
post coming through your letterbox, hang it on a wall or perhaps to 
tidy up those loose letters and papers that are always lying around?  
H 24cm x W 24cm x D 14cm.
£15.50 H-MAIL

2. marque PaGe
Whether it becomes a great little gift for a girlfriend or is simply 
something to keep for yourself, this feminine Indian silvered metal 
place holder is just lovely. A charming way of marking a page in 
your current read.  L 8cm x W 4cm.
£7.50 H-MARQ	

3. Pair of Butterfly PaPerweiGhts
As long as we have paper and a breeze we will need paperweights. 
Pretty and practical is still our first aim, so we offer you this pair of 
gorgeous glass paperweights with vintage butterfly images.
Dia 6cm.
£14.50	 H-BPAPER		 Pair

4. small JewelleD esPresso sPoons
These delicate espresso spoons come in a voile gift bag. Featuring 
rich and vibrant colours - red, blue, green, yellow, purple and pink - 
they’re perfect for desserts and coffee and would also make a great 
present. Please note that the spoons are 8cm long and smaller than 
normal teaspoons. Not dishwasher safe.  Each spoon: L 8cm.
£22 H-SPOON Set of 6

5. name a star Gift Box
Here’s a unique and very unusual gift for the man in your life. Give 
him the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to name a star in the night 
sky. He simply has to locate and select a star on the huge wall map 
that is included in the gift box and the name will be submitted to 
the British Library and put on permanent record. An irresistible and 
memorable present. Box size L 22cm x W 16cm.
£25	 H-STAR

6. velvet Pencil case
Our velvet beauty bag has proved very popular, so we’ve also 
created this gorgeous pencil case to add to the range. A great gift 
for a girlfriend or keep it for yourself to hold all those loose pens at 
the bottom of your bag, your glasses - or anything else that tends to 
get lost in there!  Dry clean only.  L 23cm x W 13cm.
£7.50 H-PCASE 
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9. wire waste PaPer Basket
An addition to our really popular wire mail box, this stylish waste 
paper basket will fit into any design scheme. It has a wonderfully 
simple and retro look - perfect for the home office perhaps.
H 30cm x Dia 30cm at top.
£24 H-BIN	

10. vintaGe faBric union Jack cushion
This soft pink vintage fabric cushion is just divine. Because each 
Union Jack cushion is hand made, using all sorts of varied floral 
material, it makes each product unique and very special indeed. 
Would make an exceedingly lovely present, or you could treat 
yourself. Comes with cushion pad.  W 50cm x L 34cm .
£85 H-UNION

11. monoGrammeD carDs
Everyday we need to send a note for some reason, and every home 
should have some handy. Do it now with style, with these cards and 
matching envelopes, featuring your initial, or that of a friend if they 
are to be given as a present. The monogram is in our wonderful
new Cox & Cox alphabet, in faint print allowing you to write over it. 
Pack of 20 cards and envelopes. 
£15.50 M-ALPCARD

7. wooDen canDlestick
These opulent and generous sized hand-carved candlesticks are 
made from limed wood. They would look great on a bedroom, sitting 
room or bathroom floor; or they would make a fabulous centrepiece 
on a large table. As these are hand-made, carving and colour may 
vary. Take candles up to 7cm wide.  H 60cm, Dia 23cm at base.
£42	 H-WOODS Single
£79	 H-WOOD	P	 Pair

8. velvet laPtoP sleeve    NEW
Men and women both use computers equally, but it has been hard 
to find a girly laptop cover. So we have come up with our own 
exclusive design. A pretty protective sleeve to fit lap tops up to
15 inches in our soft velvet cotton and matching our pencil case
(see opposite) It is lined with lightly padded cotton to protect
your computer as you carry it around or pop it in your bag.
Dry clean only.
£16.50  H-VELVLAP
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lonG Platter
A brilliant way of presenting food.
A lengthy platter made of mango wood
in a beautiful natural finish. It has a sturdy 
feel and two blocks underneath to lift it off 
the surface. The platter will look superb
on your table piled with cold meats, bread 
or cheeses. Easy to store too, with a leather 
hanging thong, so it’s decorative when 
stowed and elegant when used.
L 60 cm x W 18cm.
£25 H-LONGPLAT
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3. rounD Platter
Great for bread, pizza or cheese, this round wooden platter is 
very versatile and an attractive addition to any table. Its generous 
handle makes for easy carrying while wooden supports underneath 
the platter make it really stable. There’s also a leather loop so you 
can easily hang it from the wall. Dia 40cm; Handle L 12cm.
£26 H-PLAT	

4. Glass teaPot 
A beautiful and elegant, yet practical teapot with a built-in filter. 
Simply put your herbal infusion into the filter, watch for the desired 
strength, then sit back and enjoy your tea. It comes with a packet
of mint seeds for you to start your own herbal tea plantation.
H 20cm x W 14cm.
£26 H-GTEA

1. herB scissors
Say goodbye to having to spend time incessantly chopping your 
herbs before cooking. Instead, use these special five-bladed 
herb scissors to cut quickly through the sprigs to create perfectly 
chopped ingredients with no crushed leaves. Most ingenious! 
L 19.5cm x W 8cm.
£13.50	 G-SCISS 

2. small Platter    NEW
A wooden platter for serving smaller portions of food, like single 
cheeses or biscuits. It has a thumb-hole in the handle which makes
it suitable for passing nibbles around. Alternatively think of it as
a wooden plate and buy a set for outside meals or picnics. 
L 24cm x W 15cm.
£11.50 H-SHORTPLAT
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4. olive oil DiPPinG Dish
A truly eye-catching piece of kitchenware. It’s simple and chic
- dip bread or steamed vegetables into flavoured olive oil for
a lovely opening to a meal, and you’ll have to work hard to steer
the conversation away from it.  With it’s off-set heart design
it’s a perfect present for someone you love. Handmade using 
traditional methods in Italy. Dia 12cm.
£20	 H-DIP

5. cheesy feet cutter    NEW
Add humour to your cooking with this culinary pun. The only time 
anyone will want to get anywhere near your stinky cheesy feet is 
here, as you serve up some fabulous cheesy biscuits made with this 
foot-shaped metal cookie cutter. A recipe is attached, but you can 
also try your own. L 11cm. 
£5.50	 M-CHEESE

6. GinGham tear-off naPkins    NEW
Perfect for when you want to go posher than paper. In bright red 
and white gingham of our own design, a roll of tear-off cotton 
napkins that you can use again and again. Simply put in the wash 
and iron. They give a lovely retro feel for an idyllic picnic, or a 
barbeque in the garden. Each napkin 21 x 21cm. Roll of 20.
£18.50	 P-GING

1. tall Pottery Pitcher    NEW
In a world that strives for perfection in product design naivety is 
rare. And when it hits the spot it really works, as in this refreshingly 
uncomplicated large pottery jug. Handmade, with a large handle, 
this one is a family size for water or squash, or a party size for 
Pimms. It also stands as a very pretty vase. H 26cm x W 16cm.
£30	 H-TALLPITCH

2. Pair of small Pitchers    NEW
You wait all your life for the perfect jug and then two come along 
at the same time. A smaller version of our Tall Pottery Pitcher, 
again in the same wonderful naive style, with a beautiful glazed 
and patterned finish. This size is more suitable at the table for milk, 
cream or a dressing, or as a vase for a delicate flower arrangement. 
H 10cm x W 8cm.
£28	 H-SMALLPITCH		  Pair

3. sculPtural Glass JuG
Taking centre stage on the table to hold water, wine, or perhaps 
used as a vase, this glass jug looks stunning in any setting.
Extremely elegant, it is also a highly practical addition to your
home - however you choose to use it.  H 24cm.
£28 H-JUG
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7. JiGsaw cookie cutter
At last, a reason for children to play with 
their food! Kids will love to help make these 
biscuits with our metal jigsaw cutter. Then, 
when a few are made, link them together, 
decorate the whole tray, jumble them all 
up and, hey presto, a jigsaw you can eat. 
Fantastic fun at a kids’ party, and we all 
know adults can’t resist a jigsaw either.
L 7cm x W 9.5cm x D 2.5cm.
£4.50	 M-JIGS

8. monoGrammeD muGs
The gentle refrain of ‘more tea?’
becomes a thing of the past with this lovely 
big mug. A really proper cuppa fits in here. 
These generously sized white china mugs 
are decorated with a monogram of your 
choice. We have designed a glorious
alphabet in antique and various but 
complementary fonts. You simply choose
a letter. One for you, one for a friend or
one for the whole family.  H 6cm x Dia 9cm.
£12.50          	H-MUG
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1. colours launDry BaG    NEW
Dirty clothes are the curse of a tidy bedroom or bathroom, especially with kids and husbands. The solution lies 
here. If you build it they will come, as they say. So have one or two of these in the room and they will get used. 
And once full simply carry down to the wash using the handles. H 55cm x W 35cm x D 35cm.
£19.50	 H-LAUNDC

2. whites launDry BaG    NEW
Designed to complement our Colours Laundry Bag in the same design, except with “whites” written in our own 
alphabet font. Both are made with stiffened calico and of a generous size, with a wipeable inner so grubby 
clothes won’t harm it. Perfect in bedrooms, bathrooms and laundry rooms. H 55cm x W 35cm x D 35cm.
£19.50	 H-LAUNDW

Look on the web for more great ideas!22
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6. kitchen recycle BaGs
Really sturdy bags like these are ideal for dividing your rubbish  
for recycling. Strong enough to throw in the back of your car, but 
attractive enough to have in your home, there’s one for cans, one 
for glass and one for paper: H 45cm x W 30cm x D 32cm.
£12.50 H-KREC  Set	of	3	

7. kitchen comPost Bucket
This practical and clever kitchen compost bucket is great looking.
It has a sealable rim to keep nasty pongs inside. When it’s full,
it’s easy to remove the inner plastic bucket using the integrated 
handle and empty the contents into your garden composter.
H 21cm x Dia 20cm.
£21 H-COMP

3. leather fly swat
At last, a stylish fly swat! Now you can say goodbye to flimsy
plastic and those pesky insects in one fell swoop. This leather
swat is positioned on a wooden handle, with a strong leather
loop for easy hanging. L 51cm.
£15.50 H-FLY

4. herB anD flower Dryer
An easy and elegant way to dry your herbs and flowers.
Simply hang them from this stylish metal hanger in the kitchen,
utility room or outhouse. It comes with 6 hooks and can be 
suspended from anywhere. When you’ve dried your herbs, you
can use our herb scissors to snip them up and use our glass teapot
to enjoy a homemade herbal brew! H 39.5cm x Dia 36cm.
£15.50 G-DRYER 

5. inDoor waterinG can    NEW
Stylish and useful, for everyone who has plants inside, you need 
this. A graceful metal watering can with an elongated spout and 
a galvanised finish. It pours well, so no drops and spills where 
you don’t want them. The length of the spout makes it easy to get 
through the undergrowth and water the flora in difficult or high 
places. H 22cm x L 44cm.
£12.50 H-WATER
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the Great
Outdoors
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striPeD GarDen stool
It’s easy to think of a daily use 
for this cheerful stool. Rest for 
the gardener, fireside for the 
camper, dining chair for the 
picnic or dress circle for the 
festival. With a bright striped 
canvas seat on a strong wooden 
frame, it’s easily and tidily stored. 
H 41cm W 36cm
£40 G-STRIPE
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3. iron Brazier
This handsome and substantial iron brazier is a warming addition
to any garden. You can use it day or night, for decoration or for 
real heat. It’s great for those cooler evenings and makes a fantastic 
centre-piece on decking or a terrace for everyone to gather 
around at a summer barbecue.  H 20cm x Dia 60cm. Weight 19kg.
£88 G-BRAZ

4. citronella steel Buckets    NEW
Citronella, the essential oil from the leaves of a tall grass in South 
East Asia, when burnt, repels mosquitoes and midges. So to make 
your outdoor summer dinners pest-free, and your barbeques 
bite-light we offer you six citronella candles in little steel buckets. 
They look beautiful lined up along party tables. The distinctive and 
redolent lemon scent is also said to relieve headaches and fatigue. 
H 10cm x Dia 11cm.
£26 G-CITRON	 Set	of	6

1. star canDle holDer    NEW
This is a truly stunning tea light holder. A 3-dimensional metal framed 
glass star with a tea light holder set in the middle, accessible through 
a little door. A chain allows you to suspend it. The star deserves 
prominence, maybe over the garden table or inside, above the bed 
or bath. W 30cm.
£26 G-STAR

2. DouBle Deck chair
Enjoy the great British weather in this fabulous stripey double-width 
deck chair. It features a weatherproof acrylic seat on a sturdy 
wooden frame. This fabric will last for years in all sorts of weather - 
and that’s probably just as well! Such a super size chair, which seats 
two adults or several small children, would make a fantastic mens 
gift. W 93cm x H 105cm x Depth 102 cm  .
£145 G-DECK

NEW
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4. kanDelini
Hang these glass bells with tea lights in your favourite tree
or along a porch or pathway. Wind resistant with sturdy metal 
handles. Try using with our battery tea lights!  L 7cm x Dia 5cm.
£22	 G-KAN Pack of 6. Tea lights not included

5. kitchen cushion
The French styling of these white cushions with blue stripes matches 
the design of our tablecloth. The heavy duty cotton is hard-wearing, 
making them ideal for either kitchen or outdoor chairs.
They’ll smarten up any seating arrangement. L 40cm x W 40cm.
£14.50 G-BCUSH	  Hand wash only

6. outDoor taBle cliPs
Keep your tablecloth in place on even the breeziest of days
by attaching these twinkling glass droplets to its corners with
silver metal clips. An unusual and elegant gift.  L 8.5cm.
£12.50	 G-CLIP	 Set of 4

8. wasP traP
Relief is at hand! No more wasps sharing your outdoor lunch.
Simply hang this clever trap in a tree at some distance away
and add a little of something sweet and sticky. They fly in, but
they can’t fly out.H 22cm x W 15cm.
£8.50	 G-WASP

Look on the web for more great ideas!26

1 & 7. inDoor-outDoor ruG & cushion
Take your picnics and barbecues up a notch with this attractive 
French padded rug - beautifully designed in red, white and
taupe stripes. It can be purchased with a matching cushion for
the ultimate in outdoor or indoor luxury. Rug 1.65m x 1.65m,
Cushion 45cm x 45cm.
£85	 G-RUG  Rug Hand wash only
£20	 G-CUSH	  Cushion  Hand wash only

2. Beehouse 
Encourage bees into your garden by providing them with
a special home - they’ll repay your hospitality by helping to
pollinate your plants. It’s also popular with greenfly-munching 
ladybirds. Hang in a sunny, south-facing spot. A great way
to introduce children to wildlife conservation.  H 20cm.
£15.50	 G-BEE

3. kitchen taBlecloth
This generous-sized tablecloth is perfect for all occasions,
inside or out. It’s made from heavy duty cotton, with the white
and blue striped design giving it a vintage French look.
It will give a fresh and lovely feel to any table. L 250cm x W 130cm.
£20 G-BTAB	

ExCLUSIvE
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3. citronella canDles
These delicate little terracotta pots contain citronella wax
candles that would provide a pretty light on outdoor tables at 
summer parties. They would look great grouped in a line on a
large table too. Burning time: 2 hours. H 4cm x Dia at top 3.5cm.
£8.50 G-CIT Pack of 12 

4. Parasol liGht GarlanD    NEW
If you have a garden, you have a sunshade. Vital during the day,
but futile at night. Not any more. These lights turn your evening 
parasol into an opulent enchanting bower. Specially designed to 
wrap around the struts on the underside, it comprises a 10 metre 
lead branching into 4 separate 1.5 metre strands with a total of
40 lights. Naturally it works just as well snaking around the branches 
of a tree. Transformer included. 
£35 G-PARASOL

1. fraGrant outDoor fireliGhters
Break off one or two of these little pots, add to your charcoal, 
light the wick and your barbecue will be ablaze in minutes.  
Each one is filled with bay leaves, thyme, rosemary and chilli
so they smell delicious and their aromatic smoke gives food
fabulous flavour. Great present for grill-fiends everywhere.  
L 4.5cm x W 4.5cm x Dia 5cm.
£10.50	 G-FIRE  Set of 12 

2. BBq Bucket
The perfect thing for easy dinners in the garden, picnics on the 
beach and romantic suppers anywhere, this lightweight galvanised 
barbecue bucket with wooden carrying handle keeps charcoal
and ashes safely contained. Very easy to light and makes clean-ups 
a doddle.  H 30cm x Dia 34cm.
£17.50 G-BBQ
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5. striPeD sun canoPy
Add the most amazing feature to your garden this summer with this fab retro-striped sun canopy. 
It’s a classic you’ll use every year. Incredibly easy to assemble, it’s perfect for creating a shaded 
place in a corner of your garden - or a sheltered setting for snacks and drinks at a children’s 
party. It would look sweet at a wedding or anniversary celebration too. Not waterproof.
W 1.8m x D 1.1m x H 1.58m at back rising to 1.75m at front.
£250	 G-SCAN

ExCLUSIvE
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3. seeDlinG PaPer Pot Press
Economic and eco-friendly too, this paper pot press is an ideal 
gift for green-minded and green-fingered friends alike! Now you 
can transform pieces of old newspaper into perfect little pots for 
your seedlings. It’s so simple and easy to use. Just wrap strips of 
newspaper around the wood and press into the disc to create a 
seedling pot in seconds. Each pot: H 10.5cm x Dia 5cm. 
£10.50 G-POT	

4. wicker Grow-BaG hiDer
An ingenious way of hiding those unattractive plastic tomato grow-
bags. Simply use your own ties to fix the four wicker panels together 
and place them around the grow-bag, then use the fibre cover to 
hide all the plastic. They’re very versatile, so you can place them 
anywhere or grow anything. Great too for the smaller garden.
L 100cm x W 35cm x H 17cm.
£20 G-GROW

1. willow salaD Planter
This lovely willow planter is perfect for growing herbs, vegetables 
or flowers, as well as salad leaves: it couldn’t be easier to go 
organic and grow your own vegetables all through the year.  
The willow panels simply cable tie together around a strong  
black waterproof bag that holds the potting compost.  
Compost and seeds not included. L 70cm x W 40cm x D 34cm.
£30 G-SAL

2. seeD Box
This lovely putty coloured painted metal seed box is a great gift  
for all gardeners - young and old, aspiring or accomplished.  
With a sturdy, hinged lid, it is both stylish and practical, and is  
plenty big enough to hold larger vegetable seed packets. 
L 20cm x W 9.5cm x H 14.5cm.
£14.50	 G-SEED
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8. kilner sun Jar
If a jam jar stores jam, then a sun jar stores sunshine - so you can
use it at night! This wonderful solar-powered Kilner jar lamp 
includes the classic glass jar, a rechargeable solar cell and LED 
lights. It is waterproof and, once charged, remains lit for 5 hours.
A brilliant product that would make a great gift. H 20cm x Dia 12cm.
£22 G-KILN	

9. canDle lanterns
These brilliant fire-retardant paper bags, punched with a star 
shaped graphic, create a soft romantic glow. Place tea lights
inside (weigh down with a bit of gravel in case of breeze) and
line them along borders and paths or dot them all over the garden.
Work well with our battery tea lights. Candles not included.
H 26cm x W15cm.
£9.50	 P-LANT10  Pack of 10

5. Glass lantern
This handsome glass lantern will look stunning both inside or
outside your home. A welcoming glow for arriving guests when 
hanging from the porch or as several lining the drive. Or from
a tree for alfresco dining. It’s still attractive during the day too.
Candle not included. H 24cm x W 21cm x D 10cm.
£45 G-LANT	

6. clear hanGinG votives    NEW
This is the classic tea light holder. A pair of simple clear glass 
holders with attached hanging wire for a wind protected
candlelit romantic feel. They work well in the garden or 
conservatory, hanging from trees or dotted around flower
beds. Simple and timeless. H 10cm x W 8cm.
£16.50 H-CLRVOT

7. white leD tree liGhts
Transform your garden or wedding venue into a fairytale
landscape at the flick of a switch! With 30 metres of cable
and 250 pea lights, these lights represent unbeatable value
and look wonderful all year long! Also suitable for indoor use.
Low voltage transformer and plug included. 
£75 P-LEDTREE
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3. shaker heart BirD-feeDer
A beautiful metal hanging heart, with a food table at its centre.
An attractive way for you to increase the number and variety of 
birds that visit your garden. Suspend from a tree, scatter with food 
or an apple and watch your hungry feathered friends enjoy a feast.
H 27cm x W 22cm approx.
£12.50	 G-SHAK

1. five-Drawer aPPle rack
Anyone with an apple tree needs one of these. Or you
could just use it to keep potatoes and onions in your larder.
We’re sure you can find plenty of reasons to find space for
this sturdy pine five-drawer storage rack. It’s a lovely thing
to have and is so well made that it will last for decades.
No assembly required.  H 71cm x W 57cm x D 47cm.
£175 G-RACK

2. hanGinG harvest Basket    NEW
When picking fruit, this basket will save you a bundle of trouble. 
It’s a simple but obvious idea, the basket hangs from the tree as
you pick and put the apples straight in. A natural wicker basket
with handles and a strong twig hook on a rope loop. Don’t use it
just in the garden, hang it in the larder or fab for holding towels
in a bathroom  too! H 56cm x Dia 36cm.
£21 G-HARVEST
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7. kneelinG PaD
Practical and hard-wearing, this kneeling pad is designed to
make weeding a little less painful. An integrated handle makes
it easy to carry around as you progress along the flower bed.
A good pressie for any gardening enthusiast - and a great price.
Pad area: L 40cm x W 25cm.
£12.50 G-KNEEP

8. GarDen tool hanGer
What an ingenious and practical idea! It’s sturdy and will save 
plenty of space in your garden shed or garage. Made from pine,
this clever hanger has four spaces for larger tools and six hooks
for smaller items. H 28cm x W 7.5cm x D27cm.
£20 G-HANG

9. leD solar liGhts
No wires, no plugs, no electricity! These environmentally friendly
LED lights are ideal for decorating the outside of your home
- to welcome guests or to add a little charm to evening parties.
For use outside, the 60 pea lights come on automatically at dusk
for 8 hours, with a multi-function light setting and solar panel,
which re-charges the battery during the day.  L 6m.
£40	 X-LED

4. sPool of natural strinG 
String! You gotta have it! Hang this little spool on any hook
or knob and simply pull and cut. It’ll never tangle. Should a
gardener ever be without one in his shed? Is a kitchen fully-fitted 
without one? Refills not available.  Spool H 11cm x L 10cm.
£5.50 G-STRING 

5. Decorative GarDen Bell
With an ornate, rusted effect, this cast iron outdoor bell is simply 
beautiful. Individually hand cast, it can be attached to any door  
or wall and would be a great way of calling the family in from
the depths of your garden.  Bell Dia 11cm, Fixing H 20cm.
£10.50	 G-BELL

6. metal Post Box
Clean, sleek and stylish, our metal post box would make a
handsome addition to your home. It’s generously sized, easy
to use and weatherproof. Simply lift the lid to pop letters inside
or to retrieve your mail. Easy to use - simply hang on hooks.
H 37cm x W 28cm x D 12cm.
£45 H-PBOX
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3. Love Storage BoxeS
This is the box equivalent of the traditional Russian doll - you open 
one of the boxes and there is another inside - until you can’t believe 
there could be another! Eight boxes in various bright girly designs, 
these are an organiser’s dream for all their bits and bobs, stacked
in the corner or on a shelf.  Largest box 22cm x 22cm.
£14.50 C-LBOX

4. BLackBoard HouSe    NEW
A fun great value present for any age or even for yourself.
A wooden blackboard in the shape of a house with a little heart 
decoration and a white ribbon loop to hang it. The chalk is supplied, 
so you can immediately start to draw away. Hang it in the kitchen 
for shopping reminders, in the playroom for inspired artists, or on 
the bedroom door to keep out the unwanted.
H 30cm x W 22cm.
£7.50 C-BLACK

Young at Heart
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1. Hangout Hammock    NEW
Here’s an essential for a gap year rucksack or a picnic in the
woods. The furniture of choice for the seriously chilled, this mesh 
hammock is the bees knees in relaxation. In either girly pink or
boyish blue, with sturdy hanging ropes and steel rings for tying
off. And it’s made of nylon so it’s featherweight and packs tightly
into a drawstring bag. L 2.7m. Weight 120g.
£12.50	 C-HANGOUT

2. Bird WindoW StickerS    NEW
Kids love to decorate their rooms and this is something that they 
can get excited about. 10 little plastic bird stickers in beautiful 
translucent colours that will alight on 10 wire stickers that they can 
place anywhere they want on their windows. They can be re-used 
and do not leave a residue on the glass. It’s simple to do, with a
very effective result. Bird L8cm, Wire L27cm.
£12.50	 C-BIRDSTICKNEW

gorgeouS toWeL
We were utterly struck by the look and feel of this, the stand-out towel on the rack. In luxuriously soft cotton it’s 
decorated with lush pink and brilliant red flowers and pale blue birds of paradise. Soothing and snug after a bath, 
striking and summery on the beach, stylish and sporty at the gym. 100% cotton. 60° wash. L 140cm x W 70cm.
£34	 C-TOWEL
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6. WorLd map WaLLpaper
This is the most amazing wall covering - a whole world map in 
colour. A really generous size which can be trimmed to your own 
wall dimensions - it’s so original and is sure to inspire a few young 
explorers. It will appeal to any age of child or teenager and is a 
really different, high impact approach for decorating a bedroom  
 or the den. The map is supplied in sections for easy application. 
Total size of map W 388cm x H 270cm. Please note there may be 
variations in colour from image shown.
£75 C-MAP

7. popcorn BoWL
We all love to take the family to the cinema and settle down with
a tub of popcorn. Now we can do it at home and here’s how.
One of these retro-designed plastic popcorn bowls for each 
member of the family. Wash them and use them again and again.
H 20cm Dia top 10cm.
£3.50 C-POP

5. enjoy Sign
You have loved our two previous matching inspirational word 
decorations (see page 9), so we have added another, with
perhaps the most powerful message of all, Enjoy. The 3D 
wooden sign is painted off-white to suit any decor, age and sex, 
alternatively though, it can be painted any colour. To maximise
your maxims you may want to order all three for the ultimate
dictum on life; Live, Think, Enjoy. Say no more.
H 23cm x W 2cm x L 54cm.
£15.50 H-ENJOY

1. union jack dog doorStop
This quirky and quintessentially British doggy doorstop is really fun. 
Made from tough cotton, the bright design is great for teens but 
would liven up any room. L 34cm x H 28cm.
£29 H-DOG

2. union jack rug
Fly the flag and make a strong style statement with this amazing 
Union Jack rug. It’s 100% wool and its generous size makes it a fab 
addition to any room, but especially a child’s bedroom. It will work 
with any colour scheme, but really stands out against plain wooden 
floorboards. (To keep this product in pristine condition, we 
recommend that it is not used in areas with high wear and tear
such as halls.) L 180cm x W 90cm.
£135 C-UJRUG

3. BuLLSeye dog LigHt    NEW
Dogtastic! This light looks like it came straight from a modern art 
exhibition. Kids of all ages are going to make this their new best 
friend, and it will sit on the floor or shelf of their bedrooms for years 
to come. The big mutt is made from white poly-propylene plastic, 
and supplied with a 10v bulb and a transformer. It gives off a warm 
glowing light for company at night. H 30cm.
£90 C-BULLSEYE

4. graffiti BadgeS
This is a great value inexpensive present or a little extra. We have 
come up with 10 different badges for those that we euphemistically 
call kids, but who are in fact young adults with attitude. The badges, 
in fantastic graphics and cool colours, have got one-word messages 
on them, including “whatever”, “VIP”. They will look great on denim 
jackets, bags, coats …anything you can stick a pin in. Each Dia 3cm.
£9.50 C-BADGSET Set of 10
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1. dreSSing up, toyS & SHoeS Storage BagS
It’s hard to find such generously sized storage bags - so we 
designed our own. These are floor-standing, and their stiff
sides will ensure that all your items are kept safely in one place. 
With great images adorning each one, these canvas storage
bags are perfect for keeping dressing up clothes, toys and
shoes neatly tidied away. Each is lined with plastic for easy
cleaning and comes with two sturdy handles.
Each bag: H 38cm x W 38cm x D 38cm.
£20 C-DBAG   Dressing Up
£20 C-TBAG   Toys
£20 C-SBAG   Shoes

2. ranSom fridge magnetS
Jazz up your family’s messages and memos to each other
with these fabulous fridge magnets. The pack contains over
200 magnetic pieces in a wide variety of graphic styles and
colours, and includes letters, numbers, punctuation marks
and other symbols. Average size of each character:
H 2cm x W 3cm.
£12.50 H-FRIDGE 

6. Lo-ve piLLoWcaSeS
These striking pillowcases certainly make a statement, in
gorgeous hot pink. They’re a great way to brighten up any
plain duvet. Available as a pair, they would make an excellent 
present for newly weds, teenage girls or the great romantics
amongst you. 100% cotton.  L 75cm x W 50cm.
£36 H-LOVE  Set of 2

7. mr p tape diSpenSer
Mr P is such a cheery little person! He sits happily anywhere in
your house, and will be used umpteen times a day. Simply opens 
apart to replace the tape. A great present for hard-to-buy-for 
teenagers. Tape not included.  L 17cm x H 10cm.
£16.50 C-TAPE	

3. Heart poStcard HoLder
A gorgeous girly gift, or something to keep yourself. A zinc wire 
heart hangs by raspberry pink velvet ribbon on the wall, door or 
maybe in the kitchen or bedroom. It is decorated with silver, pewter 
and pink beads, and has slots spread throughout to display photos, 
mementos, reminders, indeed anything you want. H 43cm x W 38cm.
£12.50 C-HEART

4. gLoveS Storage Bag
Get a little order in your home with our exclusive canvas gloves 
storage bag. Bung the scarves in if there is any room left. It’s a 
large square bag for the hall or the bedroom, maybe alongside
our Hats Storage Bag. Even the youngsters will know how to
keep the house tidy. With a wipe clean lining. 30cm square.
£17.50 C-GLOVE

5. HatS Storage Bag
Another great storage bag to place on its’ own or alongside our
Gloves Storage Bag. Perfect for families with kids that need a bit
of organisation. Again it is a thick canvas square bag with plenty
of room for anything else you fancy. 30cm square.
£17.50 C-HATS

8. cooL dog cd caSe
Wanna be Top Dog? Give this as a gift and they will think you are
the coolest on the block. We have designed this for that reason.
A durable tin CD/ DVD case with a picture of a boogie pooch both 
front and back. A great value for money present for both guys and 
girls. It’s perfect for travel and for holidays. Holds 24 CDs/ DVDs.
£9.50 C-DOGCD	

9. rockSWatcHeS tm

It’s all about what they’re wearing on their wrists nowadays! 
Here is a great idea for our fashion conscious youngsters.
A swimproof digital watch set into a thick round rubber band, 
available in purple, lime or bright pink. One size fits all.
No excuse for being late now!  Circ 22cm.
£12.50 C-ROCKSPK	 							Pink
£12.50 C-ROCKSPURP						Purple
£12.50 C-ROCKSL	 							Lime
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NEW
tWiSted paper String
A classic and simple idea for wrapping, this
charcoal-coloured twisted string, made from paper, 
can be used with tags, to tie around flowers or hang 
lanterns. Keep some handy in a drawer and use it
any time you need a piece of string. L 30m.
£3.50 M-TWIST

Look on the web for more great ideas!40 www.coxandcox.co.uk   0844 858 0744 41

1. to do Sticky noteS
Lists . . . some people do, some people don’t. But everybody should. 
Here are 5 styles and sizes of sticky notes that just about cover 
everything. Great graphics and stylishly presented in a tin box.
A great gift for women or men. Ever had your anniversary 
forgotten? Not any more. 480 notes.  Box 16cm x 11cm.
£11.50 M-TODO

2. Lifetime SuppLy of paper raffia!
It’s so easy to jazz up any present with raffia, and this pack of 4 
spools is about a lifetime’s supply! Each spool contains 100m of 
black, hot pink, bright orange or baby blue - that’s a whopping
400m in total. Using two colours together looks fantastic. Keep it 
handy in a kitchen drawer and you’ll never run out.
£24 M-RAFF Pack of 4

3. gLaSS String cover    NEW
How do you make ordinary everyday utilitarian objects become 
attractive? It has always been our ethos here to try to achieve this. 
Here is a glass store and dispenser for string, twine or ribbon that 
would enhance your workroom or kitchen. Attractive & practical.
H 20cm x W 11cm.
£12.50 M-GLCOVER

4. animaL Sticky noteS 
We are all crazy about these handy sticky notes - they’re simply 
divine! The tin contains 8 different sizes. Use as distinctive memos, 
for marking pages of a book or your favourite recipes. A great little 
gift for a weekend or dinner party host. Tin: L 16cm x W 11cm.
£11.50 H-STICK

5. traveL gift tagS
Charming little gift tags, with muted prints based on vintage travel 
and luggage label motifs. They’ll look good wherever you use them, 
so try wrapping them around napkins or as name places at dinner or 
a wedding. Paper bag containing 10 tags. Each tag: L 7cm x W 4cm.
£6.50 M-TTAG

6. decorative Lace tape    NEW
We know you loved our decorative sticky tape last year, so we 
have added another design. A pretty and delicate lace pattern
on adhesive tape, with a clear background. Use this lengthy roll to 
wrap any present or parcel - it even looks fabulous on plain brown 
paper. Some small variations in pattern. Tape W 2cm, Roll 66m.
£5.50 M-LACE

NEW
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6. tree & BirdS WaLL Sticker
This is a fantastic, cheap and simple way
of decorating a wall, a piece of furniture,
or anything that takes your fancy.
A set of separate self-adhesive stickers 
featuring a tree, with accompanying leaves
& birds to place around it in a decoupage 
style. The graphic design is retro and varied.
The whole effect makes an eye-catching 
statement. Re-usable.  H 68cm x W 48cm.
£6 M-TSTICK

1. Luggage LaBeL StampS
A brilliant and economic way of creating 
your own gift tags and labels. Simply buy 
ordinary luggage labels of any colour and 
use the stamp to print the type. There are 
two different styles of stamp - one for a 
younger look and the other more elegant. 
Each with a wooden base and rubber stamp. 
Printed area: L 7.9cm x W 5.3cm.
£6.50	 H-LUGLABEL1
 (shown on red label)
£6.50	 H-LUGLABEL2
 (shown on white label)

2. coLoured Luggage tagS
A pack of 12 brightly coloured,
metal riveted tags with string attached.
We thought of a myriad of uses for them, 
from labeling presents to place settings
at dinner. Why not use Cox & Cox
stamps to complete the look?
Each label 10cm x 6cm.
£3.50 M-LUGTAG Set of 12 

3. Box of gorgeouS riBBonS
This beautiful box of wonderfully coloured 
ribbons is great for wrapping gifts, making 
cards or even tying up hair. Each of the 
4m-long ribbons have pretty old-fashioned 
running stitch detail and can be easily fed 
through and cut thanks to the clever box 
design. L 23cm x W 11cm x D 7cm.
£34 M-RIBB	 Contains 15 ribbons

4. tiSSue pack
Everyone loves to receive a beautifully 
wrapped present. So we’ve created a 
fabulous pack of tissue papers in divine 
colours, 24 sheets each of lilac, light blue, 
light green, pink, cream and chocolate 
papers; 144 sheets in total. Use them singly 
or mix them up for added impact - combine 
them with the Luxembourg linen ribbon 
for spectacular results. Stock up and 
you’ll never have a last-minute wrapping 
emergency ever again!
£20 M-TISS Pack of 144 sheets 

5. LuxemBourg riBBon 
You will adore these very special spools
of luxurious ribbon in mouth-watering 
shades of pink, sage green, ivory and 
chocolate. Combine them with our
beautiful tissue paper and our gift tags
to wrap presents your friends will be 
reluctant to open. Each spool 30ft.
£30	 M-LIN Pack of 4
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7. BLank cardS 
These are cards you should never be without! Great for making 
thank you cards for grannies and teachers. Just add a photo,
a drawing or collage and you have your own unique card. 
Pack of 50 with envelopes. 12.5cm x 12.5cm. 
£12.50 C-CARD

8. finger printing Set
This is just brilliant! Children of all ages (3-103!) can have heaps 
of fun crafting the most wonderful pictures and flicker books by 
using the ink pads and stamps to create fingerprint characters with 
a range of fantastic expressions. Contains 4 coloured ink pads, 12 
rubber stamps and 12 colouring pencils. Tin: L 19cm x W 8cm x D 2.5cm.
£9.50 C-FING

9. gLitter tattoo kit    NEW
We want you to look your sparkly best with our body art kit.
From parties to festivals, you’re not dressed without some form 
of bodily or facial adornment. It contains 15 stencils, 4 pots 
of coloured glitter, 3 brushes, a bottle of body adhesive and 
instructions. The tattoos last for days and are easily removable
and waterproof. Would make a great theme for a party!
Box L 14cm x W 8cm.
£15.50 M-GLITT

10. coLourfuL feLt pack    NEW
Felt is fun. Fact. Always has been as long as you can remember.
A pack of felt sheets in various vibrant colours that you only have
to unwrap for your imagination to run wild with ideas. Felt is about 
the only fabric that you can glue. Pick a rainy day and have some
fun with the kids making collage pictures, finger puppets and 
flowers. Felt never frays either, so it’s great for patches.
Each sheet 30cm x 20cm. Pack of 10.
£8.50 M-FELTPACK

11. aLpHaBet StampS
This beautiful, exquisitely-packaged stamp set includes a complete 
alphabet, punctuation and numbers, 42 wooden stamp handles, 
labels, rubber pads and ink pad. Great for labels, stationery and 
invitations. Some assembly required. L 11cm x W 14cm x H 6cm.
£18.50	 C-STAMP

12. aLpHaBeadS
These funky beads are really fun. Use them to spell words, names or 
sentences and encourage youngsters to thread the beads onto their 
choice of cotton cord to make a bracelet or necklace to give to 
friends or family. Box contains over 200 beads and 3 metres of each 
colour of cord: dark pink, light pink and blue. Box: L 10cm x W 8cm. 
£6.50 C-ALPHA	

1. divine dingBatS
The definition of a dingbat is a ‘printer’s flourish’ and that’s exactly 
what’s in this lovely addition to our range of stamps designed by us. 
These designs are just fantastic and feature a wide variety of birds, 
hearts and iconic images to use for any occasion on letter headings, 
invitations, postcards, wrapping paper or in notebooks.
26 stamps and a black ink pad included.
£25 M-DSTAMP

2. Bird & neSt ruBBer StampS
We all covet these beautifully presented exquisite rubber stamps, 
which feature finely detailed birds and their nests. Ideal for adding 
a personal touch to letterheads, cards and home made wrapping 
paper. 11 assorted stamps, with an ink pad.
£25	 M-BIRD

3. tWenty SmaLL ink padS
Decorate and illustrate to your heart’s content with these
20 amazing coloured small ink pads. A brilliantly handy size,
they include glittery, Day-Glo, bright and pretty colours.
What’s more, you can use them with any size of stamp,
because you put the ink pads to the stamp rather than the
other way around. Each pad 3cm x 3cm.
£13.50 M-INKB Set of 20

4. ButterfLy ruBBer StampS
We know you liked our birds stamps so we have come up with
another design, a set of 8 butterfly stamps. Use them on letter 
headings, invitations, postcards, wrapping paper, in notebooks - 
anywhere your heart desires. The lovely tin contains a selection
of 8 wooden stamps featuring different designs and a black ink pad.
Tin: L 8cm x W 5cm.
£22 M-BUT

5. faBuLouS Box of StampS
We’ve designed our own ultimate box of stamps! Suitable for
any occasion and any age of user, they include 22 rubber stamps
of almost every salutation imaginable and a black ink pad.
£25 M-FAB

6. tattoo graffiti tin
Your teenagers will love this opportunity to cover their arms, 
shoulders, backs or knuckles in tattoos! The tinned pack contains 
stencils for letters, numbers and a selection of symbols, plus four 
authentic tattoo-coloured gel ink pens in red, green, black and blue. 
The good news for you is that the inks are safe for skin and they
simply wash away with warm soapy water. Tin: H 20cm x W 8cm.
£8.50 C-TATT
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4. fLoWer friendS kit    NEW
Your present drawer shouldn’t be without this fantastic value
crafty kit. All you need to make cute little flowery friends is here.
Felt, wooden balls, glittery wire and flowers to decorate them.
You add the glue and a needle. When you have finished try hanging 
them on a mobile. Instructions included. Each friend approx H 8cm.
£6.50 M-FRIENDKIT

5. iron on cLotHeS patcH graffiti
Got an iron? Get busy. The shops are full of embellished clothing
right now. But these clothes patch designs will make yours unique.
11 beautiful patches you simply iron on to any material. They look 
great on denim, fabric bags, hats and cloth covered notebooks.
A fantastic stylish way of decorating your clothes, or rescuing worn
or holed items. 
£10.50 C-IRON

2. friendSHip BraceLet kit
You see them wearing these in every playground and common 
room. Kids and teenagers these days can’t be friends without
giving each other a friendship bracelet. With this kit they can
make unique creations. Everything is in the tin . . . 12 fancy
coloured yarns, tinted safety pins and an instruction booklet
with 5 designs to make, from easy to hard.
£11.50 C-FRIEND

3. SeWing eSSentiaLS!     NEW
All the essentials you need to make up a complete and pretty 
sewing kit for the budding needle-smith. First a basic kit containing 
scissors, 8 spools of thread, a thimble, needles and pins, poppers 
and buttons. Second an adorable felt-covered ladybird tape 
measure. Finally a sewing box cottage to keep everything tidy. 
Buy all three elements separately, or as a set of 3 they represent 
everything the promising designer will need, and save money at 
the same time!
£15.50 M-COTTAGE	 														Cottage Sewing Box
                    H 15cm x W 14cm x D 12cm.
£6.50 M-SEWKIT	 														Little Sewing Kit
£6.50 M-LADYTAPE	 														Ladybird Tape Measure
£22 M-COTTAGESEWKIT			Set of 3

1. doodLe taBLecLotH    NEW
This will rip up conventional meal times and turn lunch and supper into one big game. A cotton 
tablecloth with a graph design on which you can doodle and write and no one will tell you off.
You could even do your maths homework on it. 8 coloured pens are provided. When you are
finished simply wash the cloth at 40° and start all over again. 148cm x 250cm.
£55	 C-DOODLE	

NEW NEW
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1. Boys And Girls sleepinG BAG set
For the adventurous boy or the sleepover girl. Our exclusively 
designed overnight kit comprises of a sleeping bag and pillow in 
either fuschia and shocking pink or butch and funky green with a 
matching rucksack to carry it all. The sleeping bag and pillow are
in soft 100% cotton - unlike many other varieties, the rucksack in 
tough polycotton. And for the truly independent explorer we’ve 
added a water bottle and a torch in the rucksack side pockets.
£45     C-Gsleep   Girls sleeping bag, pillow, torch, water bottle
£45     C-Bsleep   Boys sleeping bag, pillow, torch, water bottle

2. sinGinG Bird CAGe
Enjoy the sounds of a spring morning in the countryside with
this delightful singing feathered bird in a pretty wicker cage.
Simply wind it up and the bird will sing its heart out for you.
More of an ornament than a toy, so not suitable for children
under 14 years of age. H 16cm.
£12.50      TA-BIRD 

3. time shoCk
Race against time and fit the shapes into the correct holes
before the timer goes off and they all pop out! It’s fantastic
heart-in-mouth fun, and trains the brain too. Age 5+
£11.50 TL-SHOCK

4. skUll & Cross Bone eArBUGs
Trendy teeangers will love these skull and cross bone earbugs, 
which fit all standard 3.5mm headphone sockets. Adjustable - small
for children or large for adults. Well, why not?  Age 6+
£12.50 TA-SKBUG 

5. poCket miCrosCope
There comes a time when every inquisitive child asks why?
And what is it made of? And how does it work? Unless you are a 
Professor of All and Sundry your child will need this. It’s a doddle
to operate and opens up a whole new miniature world to them.
A fantastic sci-fi pocket microscope with up to 30x magnification. 
Bugs beware! L 14cm. Age 6+
£8.50  C-MICRO

6. 3d jiGsAw tree
This has to be the most beautiful 3D jigsaw puzzle ever!
Build this lovely tree of life, which includes two birds, a birdhouse 
and mushrooms growing on the tree. The puzzle contains over 170 
sturdy pieces of cardboard made from recycled and biodegradable 
paper. The mismatched designs just add to the charm.
When assembled: H 70cm x W 60cm. Ages 7+
£32 TP-TREE
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1. Clothes peG GArlAnd
Here’s a charming way for girls to show
their favourite little mementos. Small wooden 
poles support a miniature clothesline in 
natural twine with hand-painted girly dress 
shapes. Behind every item is a tiny peg from 
which they can suspend keepsakes, cards, 
photos, tickets and trinkets. L 1m.
£10.50 C-CLOTHES

2. london plAy set in A BAG
This wonderfully stylish wooden play set 
depicts all of the major London landmarks, 
from Big Ben to the London Eye via
Number 10. Tallest 11cm.  Age 3+
£14.50 TA-LONDON 

3. rUBBer BAnd GUn
An old favourite that all boys will love, 
regardless of the efforts of their PC
mothers! This wooden rubber band gun is 
very good fun. Just load up the five rubber 
bands that are supplied and you can fire 
continuously at the target boards that
come with the gun. Contains small parts.
Gun: L 26cm.  Age 6+
£16.50 TB-GUN

4. Gem treAsUre troVe
Know your rose quartz from your red jasper- 
this beautiful little treasure chest is full of 
gem stones. It doubles as a money box too.  
H 8cm x L 7cm x W 6cm.
£11.50 TA-TCHEST

5. pAint yoUr own rUssiAn dolls
Russian dolls are all the rage right now and 
this gift-boxed kit is just brilliant. Contains
5 plain wood dolls with black outlines,
6 pots of paint and a good quality 
paintbrush. Great for any age. Largest
doll H 11cm x Dia at base 4.5cm.  Age 3+
£14.50 TC-RDOLL  Set of 5

6. BUildinG BloCks mini speAkers
This fantastic mini docking connector and 
speaker for all iPods is great for travelling 
or simply sitting on your desk or book shelf. 
It’s got to be the most compact way to share 
music! iPod not included. Cannot be used 
with 4th generation iPod touch.
L 6cm x W 2cm x H  2cm.
£15.50  TA-SPEAKR  Red, TA-SPEAKY Yellow

50 Look on the web for more great ideas!
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7. lAdyBUG eArBUG
Youngsters might be less likely to lose these 
fun earphones! Perfect for young groovers 
to use with an iPod or any other MP3 player.
Not a toy.
£12.50 TL-EARB

8. riBBon wAtCh set
A wonderful present for fashion conscious 
girls. With this gift-boxed watch face & 
choice of 11 interchangeable grosgrain 
ribbon straps, they can match any colour 
scheme. Ingenious. Stainless steel back.
£17.50 TG-WATCH

9. soCk monkey jACk in the Box
We love this funky little monkey! In the 
traditional style, you simply wind the handle 
on the brightly designed tin box so that it 
plays a tune (Pop goes the weasel!) and 
suddenly… up pops the sock monkey! 
Loads of laughs and endless entertainment 
guaranteed. H 30cm x W 14cm x D 14cm.  
Age 18m+
£22 TC-JACK

10. dress Up mAGnetiC dolls
A tin with 80 magnetic fashion pieces and 
four scenes to dress your dolls in the latest 
London designs. A great toy for in the car, 
train, plane or restaurant!  Age 4+
£12.50 TG-MDOLL

11. knitted t-rex dinosAUr
Little ones will adore this soft knitted 
dinosaur. So different from the usual teddy! 
L 23cm.  Birth+
£13.50 TC-DINO 

12. Apple Bookends
As a gift to children for their bedroom
you can’t go wrong with these, as they
can never have enough. A pair of charming 
brightly-painted rosy red apples mounted 
on sturdy but compact wooden bookends. 
A gift for Mums too, as their books are
no longer strewn across the floor.
H 12cm x L 12cm x W 10cm.
£12.50 C-APPLE
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1. FrenCh skippinG elAstiC
Remember French Skipping? The game in which children stand 
facing each other with the elastic stretched around their ankles and 
another skips in between? Well, every generation loves it, it’s back 
in the playground and it’s great exercise. So easy to play, though 
ours carries instructions. 3 metres of bright and colourful elastic 
equals days of fun.
£3.50  C-FRENCH

2. mAke yoUr own Go-CArt
Now you can build your own great go-cart. With a simple steering 
and brake set-up, it will provide plenty of fun. And building it is 
all part of the excitement - for both children and adults! The kit 
contains everything you need, and you’ll find the tools you need in 
any basic tool box. H 41cm L 96cm Wheel Dia 14cm. Adult supervision.  
Age 8 yrs +    
£79 TA-GOCART

3. tUrBospoke
Make your bike look like a motorbike, and sound like one too.  
Takes about 5 minutes to fit, with adult supervision, to any bike 
where the chain stay measures 12-27mm. Produces a motorbike 
sound as you pedal! Exhaust 32cm.  Age 3+
£19.50 TA-TURBO

4. Gym riBBon
Exclusive to Cox & Cox, this fantastic gym ribbon will provide
plenty of hours of twirling and swirling fun. The colourful ribbon
not only looks pretty, but you can also try out a few tricks as it
spirals around you. Adult supervision required, as the long
ribbon could be hazardous. L 4m. Age 8+
£14.50 TO-GYM 

5. GArden jenGA
This is a classic game - reproduced in a giant form for outdoors 
amusement! Build the tower as rickety as you like and then take turns 
to remove each brick without everything tumbling down. A simple, 
yet very satisfying game of strategy, it’s guaranteed to engage and 
entertain the entire family. Each piece: L 21cm x W 2.5cm x D 2.5cm.
£30 TO-GJENG

excLusive3
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6. personAlised towel 
Takes reserving sun loungers to a new level! These fabulous soft
and luxurious tasselled towels are sure to be a big hit - in the 
bathroom or at the beach. And just so they know whose towel it is, 
we will personalise it for you with up to 14 characters. Available in
a range of bright and bold colours. L 178cm x W 99cm.
Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Please note this product will 
be sent separately & is not available for our next day delivery service.
£25 TN-RTOW Red  
£25 TN-PTOW Pink
£25 TN-TTOW  Turquoise
£25 TN-OTOW Orange
£25 TN-LTOW  Lime

7. ArChery set
A classic that is sure to be enjoyed by boys and girls alike.
This superb set includes a delightful wooden bow, three arrows
with safe rubber suction tips and a cut-out target. Take aim . . . 
Bow: L 104cm; Arrows L 41cm; Target Dia 27cm.  Age 5+
£23 TO-BOW 

8. how to mAke BiG BUBBles
Make monstrously huge, unbelievably big bubbles with this
fantastic kit! The kids won’t be able to get enough of this.
Kit contains the big bubble maker and a book of instructions.
Age 6+
£13.50 TO-BUBB

this one’s
my favourite

. . . this is just a snippet, look online for our full range
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wAterColoUrs
And pAlette
Age 3+
£4 TA-PAINT

Clothes tAttoos
For Girls
15 iron-on patches
£10 TA-GPATCH

Arrow throUGh heAd
Age 3+
£2.50 TA-ARROW
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wooden BAll Blower
£3 TL-BBLOW

mini mUshroom liGht
Age 3+
£5 tA-nliGht

Blossom BUnny
Birth+
£9 TA-BUNNY

BUmper VillAGe in A BAG
Age 3+
£5 TA-VILLAGE

monster hAnd trAnsFers
Age 3+
£5.50 TD-MONS

nAmed penCils in A Box
12 in a box.  Age 3+
Order online & allow 28 days 
for delivery.
£10 TN-BPENC   Blue
£10 TN-PPENC    Pink

AnimAl hAnd trAnsFers
Age 3+
£5.50 TD-ANIM

. . . £10 and under

jApAnese AnimAl
Blow BAlls 
Paper. Age 3+
£3      TA-MONK   Monkey
£3      TA-RFISH     Pink Fish  
£3      TA-YFISH     Yellow Fish

Birds oF pArAdise
perpetUAl pUzzle
Age 3+
£9.50 TP-BIRDS

 nAme CUFFs
Age 3+
£10 TA-CUFFB    Black
£10 TA-CUFFR   Red

BAlloon powered rACer
Age 8+
£4.50 TL-RACE
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Bike AeroplAne
£6 TL-BAERO

CAp BomB
Age 8+
£5.50 TB-CAP
Cap Bomb with 96 caps
£2 TB-CAPR  
Pack of 96 replacement caps

tin oF silly jokes
£3.50      TA-JOKES

pArty BinGo
£8 TP-BINGO

mAGnetiC FishinG GAme
Age 3+
£10 TP-FISH

mini meGAphone
Age 3+
£9 TL-VOICE

led Book liGht
Clip on.
£5 TL-BLIGHT

led torCh heAdliGht
£9 TL-HEAD

hAnGinG solAr system
Age 6+
£10 TA-SOLAR

. . . £10 and under

dotty Bird hook
Painted metal.
£3      TA-BBIRD   Blue
£3      TA-RBIRD   Red 
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NEW
Silver ChoColate heartS
A taste of chocolate has now become an integral part of
every celebration. Not really surprising. We love it so.
These lip-smacking milk chocolate heart lollies are wrapped
in silver foil, especially for weddings. Scatter them about, on
the tables, with the drinks, in the flowers or around the garden, 
but don’t let the Page Boys eat them all. L 12cm. 
£42 P-CHOCHEART      Pack of 36

Weddings & Parties
NEWNEW

NEW

1

3 & 4

2

1. CaliCo heartS    NEW
A heart is an obvious motif for a wedding, a symbol of the event. 
How about a box of 24 little stuffed calico hearts, decorated 
with white buttons and glass beads? They can be hung from their 
silvery wire anywhere you want. Or present them as wedding 
favours - they can hang them on handles or drawer knobs back 
home. Heart W 6cm, Wire L 12cm. 
£34 P-CALICO  Pack of 24

2. PerSonaliSed Wedding ribbon    NEW
We will print your names and the date you are to be married
in subtle grey type on our double faced satin white ribbon.
Then you can use it however you want. Tie it around flowers 
or napkins, to wrap favours and presents, or even to keep the 
Bridesmaid’s hair tidy. Please allow 28 days for personalisation 
and delivery. L 20m.
£18.50 P-WEDRIBB

3. “bride and groom” PenCilS    NEW
Have your names written on these pencils as a memento of your 
wedding as a wedding favour. It’s a good quality pencil too,
natural wood appearance with a rubber on top, and presented
in a good-looking box. L 19cm. 
£28 P-NAMEPENCIL      Gift tub of 25

4. “Save the date” PenCilS    NEW
When planning a wedding you decide on a date and want to make 
sure that everyone knows it before you send out the invitations.
We suggest sending these pencils, personalised with your names
and the date to be saved. Of course it’s an idea that can be used 
for any event, not just a wedding. With their pencil your guests will 
remember the date long afterwards too. 
Boxed. L 19cm.
£28 P-SAVEDATE      Gift tub of 25



1. Wedding StamPS
Creating personalised wedding stationery couldn’t be easier
with our bespoke initials, names or address stamps - the most 
amazing and versatile stamp kit for weddings. These beautifully 
made wooden stamps with their lovely typefaces are only
available to order online. It’s so simple - just type in the details
you need them to feature.
£17.50 P-ADDRESS (address)
£17.50 P-INITIAL  (initials)
£17.50 P-STAMP  (names)

2. Folded name PlaCe CardS 
Great value pre-folded blank place cards onto which you
add the name. We have punched a hole in the corner for you
to attach some ribbon in a bow, or your own decoration.
Folded card 10 x 5cm. Ribbons shown not included. 
£4.50 P-NCARD   Pack of 25

3. Small White doveS
Add a bit more peace and love to your wedding. Doves do it!
These sweet, delicate feather and paper doves are an
inspirational, inexpensive and decorative idea with endless uses. 
They could rest above a table place name or perch upon a
present label. Each W5cm.
£8.50	 X-DOVE Set of 12 

4. mr and mrS letterS
This boxed set of separate white letters would make a wonderful 
wedding or anniversary present. The set comprises individual letters 
with an antique plaster finish, and are hand carved so will vary very 
slightly. They would look fabulous on a brightly painted wall or 
above a bed. Average letter: H 12cm x W 13cm.
£50 P-MR Set of 6 letters, boxed singly

5. Party table numberS    NEW
Let us relieve you of another essential detail in the planning and 
design of your wedding or party. If your event has a table plan
with numbered tables you will need these. The numbers 1 to 20
on cards to label the tables. Printed in our divine graphic, they 
would look gorgeous clipped into our Name Place Baubles or 
Heart Name Holders. A5 size(H 148mm x W 105mm).
£ 7.50 P-TABLENUMBER     Pack of 20

6. name PlaCe baubleS
Designed by us, and sold exclusively by us, these innovative, 
silvered glass bauble name holders add an elegant touch to any 
dining table. Perfect for your next dinner party or for wedding 
guests. Designed with a flat base to hold it steady, the bauble’s 
clip holds your dining companion’s name on top. Use with our 
handmade cards. Dia 3cm.
£14.50	 P-NAME  Pack of 10

7. Coloured name PlaCe baubleS
These coloured versions of our Silver Name Place Baubles
are perfect for summer parties. In a range of jewel-like colours, 
they will look simply stunning on your table, whatever your
colour scheme. Dia 3cm.
£14.50 X-CNAME  Pack of 10

8. heart name holderS
An easy and pretty way of informing your guests of place settings, 
table numbers or buffet dishes at a wedding reception or party. 
The twisted metal sticks of these heart-shaped holders can be
stuck into flower arrangements, oasis or any type of holder.
Simply slip your handwritten or printed card into the heart.
Product has a rust-effect finish. Dia 7cm x H 46cm.
£25 P-HHOLD  Pack of 5

9. name PlaCe vaSeS
An original idea that is sure to enhance every dining table.  
This clever vase doubles as a name place holder, or perhaps
it’s the other way around. Pretty and practical, it’s ideal for dinner 
parties or weddings and would be a lovely gift for your guests
to take home. Use with our handmade cards. H 2.5cm.
£32 P-HOLD  Set of 8

10. handmade CardS
These heavy, handmade place cards are lovely to write
on and look great with our name place vases and baubles.
They also make great gift tags. H 5.5cm  x W 9cm .
£10.50	 H-NAME  Pack of 50 placecards

11. Floral heart PegS 
There’s no end to the number of uses you could find for these 
delicate wooden pegs - the tiny floral material hearts would
make great name place holders or memo holders. Why not clip  
one onto your jacket pocket or use them to clip cards to your 
noticeboard? Bag of 12. H 2cm .
£3.50 P-PEG

Look on the web for more great ideas!58 www.coxandcox.co.uk   0844 858 0744 59
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Look on the web for more great ideas!60

7. maroq light garland    NEW
For a really romantic evening hang this beautiful garland of 
Moroccan-style lamps. Each of the 28 LED lights is enclosed in
a silvery lattice-cut metal lantern. For indoor use only, they
give a balmy glow threaded around the inside of a marquee, 
draped around a bed head or strung up above a doorway or 
window. A transformer for the mains with 3 m of cable leading
to a further L2.7m of garland. 
£36  P-MAROQ

8. numbered glaSS votiveS
We know you love our mercury glass silver products, so we
have designed these exclusively for you. We also know that 
numbers are the graphic everybody wants this year, so we have 
combined the two.  You could trawl the markets and not find 
anything so desirable. H 9.5cm x Dia 8cm.
£14.50   H-NUMBVOT    Set of 3

9. Pearl light heart
Give a romantic tone to a summer’s evening with our wire heart, 
decorated with pearlised beads and 30 warm white LED lights.
The long lead will allow you to place the heart anywhere, propped 
up on the mantlepiece, hung in the window or hooked on the wall.
H 32cm x W 21cm. 5m lead. 24v low voltage transformer to mains. 
£30 X-PEARL

www.coxandcox.co.uk   0844 858 0744 61
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1. diamante buCkleS    NEW
Here’s something to have a little fun with. A pack of sparkly
glass diamante buckles that suggest so many applications.
Thread a ribbon of your choice through them and use them
as napkin holders or to decorate a glass or floral centrepiece.
If your wedding has a colour co-ordination choose a ribbon
to match it. Really eye-catching. Pack of 10 .
£12.50 P-BUCKLE 

2. PaiSley tear oFF naPkinS    NEW
We were so pleased that you liked our Snowflake Napkin Roll that 
we have designed a similar product for all the year round. The same 
idea . . . a roll of tear-off and re-usable napkins in 100% cotton, but 
in our exclusive rich paisley design. They can be washed and ironed 
too. Fantastic for drinks in the garden, finger food, buffets, concerts, 
posh picnics and weddings. Each napkin 21cm x 21cm. Roll of 25.
£17.50 P-PAISNAP

3. to have and to hold ribbon
Beautifully designed in soft ivory and old rose pink, this gorgeous 
grosgrain ribbon can be used to tie around favours, presents, 
napkins or any other item on the big day. W 1cm x L 20m.
£14.50 P-HAVE 

4. Silver SCatter FloWerS
Add a little sparkle with these faceted acetate flowers.  
Scatter on tables, beds, mantels - anywhere you want to
add a little old-fashioned glamour. Contains 200 flowers.
£26	 P-SCAT 

5. Cutlery CharmS    NEW
Cutlery has been an ever-present charm for all time, and a symbol 
of abundance and plenty. At a wedding it’s a wish for the Bride
and Groom. It’s also a gorgeous little decorative adornment
for the event and something to take home to remember it by.
An ivory-coloured ribbon looped through a miniature metal knife, 
fork and spoon. Try tying it around the napkins or threading it 
through the place names. Cutlery L 5cm, Ribbon L 18cm. 
£7.50  P-CUTLERY Pack of 4

6. magnetiC butterFlieS
These are just beautiful! Delicate hand painted butterflies with an 
ingenious magnet attachment.  Simply place the butterfly on a thin 
surface and the super strong magnet underneath it.  Hey Presto!  
The butterfly has landed on anything from name place cards to a 
table centerpiece.  Boxed set of 12. Each Dia 10cm.
£7.50 P-MAGBUT  Set of 12
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Look on the web for more great ideas!62 www.coxandcox.co.uk   0844 858 0744 63

6. old SChool Wedding badgeS
Be original at your wedding and have a lot of fun with these 
fantastic ‘old school’ name badges for bride, groom, bridesmaid, 
best man and usher. We have included badges for Hen and Stag 
parties too. Cleverly styled on the ‘head girl’ type of enamelled 
badge that is instantly recognisable from school days.
Each badge: H 4cm x W 3cm.
£5.50	 P-BADGEB		 Bride
£5.50	 P-BADGEG		 Groom
£5.50	 P-BADGEBR		 Bridesmaid
£5.50	 P-BADGEBM	 Best Man
£5.50	 P-BADGEU Usher
£5.50	 P-BADGEH	 Hen
£5.50	 P-BADGES	 Stag

7. FamouS FaCeS maSkS
These famous faces masks are excellent fun to pass around among 
your guests! Each pack contains 8 characters - David Bowie, Clint 
Eastwood, Dame Edna, Marilyn Monroe, Elvis Presley, Charlie 
Chaplin, Audrey Hepburn and Carmen Miranda - with each design 
having fabric ties to keep it firmly in place. Avg H 20cm x W 33cm.
£15.50 P-MASKF  Set of 8

1. Wedding table trivia 
For an instant hit at your wedding reception, why not invite guests  
to break the ice with their table companions by asking these trivia 
questions? Each of the four boxes in the set contains 60 cards 
featuring questions and answers with a romantic twist, including 
everyday teasers on the topics of pop, film and literature.
Each box: H 4.5cm x W 5cm x D 5cm.
£8.50 P-TRIV   Set of 4 boxes

2. blind ignoranCe
We don’t like to insult our customers, but Blind Ignorance is bliss. 
This is the game in which one player chooses a famous person 
card and, without looking, wears it on their head while trying to 
guess who they are. It’s fantastic fun for all ages and any number at 
summer parties. L 16cm x H 6cm x W 6cm.
£7.50 P-BLIND   Boxed set

3. ChineSe Fortune StiCkS
Fortune sticks are an ancient form of Chinese fortune telling and 
each one is inscribed with an individual fate. These wooden sticks 
make wonderful wedding favours, tucked inside napkins or unusual 
place markers. L 16cm each stick.
£18.50	 P-STICK   Set of 78 

8. SurPriSe ball
These pretty looking crepe balls in assorted bright colours carry 
surprise gifts hidden in the layers of crepe.We found it difficult to 
rip them apart because they looked so gorgeous on the dinner 
table, but we wanted to see what was inside. You and the kids will 
have to wait and see. Single ball. Circ 30cm. Not suitable for very 
young children due to small parts.
£7.50 P-BALL 

9. Seed FavourS Set
Give your party a fresh-air feel with these great seedbooks.
Your guests will take them away, plant the seeds and remember your 
wedding or party as they watch the plants grow. Each one contains 
10 seed sticks ready to pop into the ground. An assorted mixture of 
Alpine Strawberry, Herb Garden, Wild Flower, Sweet William and 
Butterfly Flowers in each pack. 
£55 P-SEED  Box of 50 books

10. Something to keeP you haPPy at a Wedding!
There’s no chance of having bored children at your wedding with
this fun little activity book. Leave copies dotted around the tables,
and you can guarantee to keep them amused while the adults 
enjoy the occasion. With  wedding-themed colour-in pages, quiz 
questions and ‘I can spot’ opportunities, it’s suitable for everyone 
from tiddlers to teens. L 21cm x W 15cm.
£9.50 P-SPOT 

4. SCalloPed heart PunCh
Get creative for your wedding: you can make unbelievable confetti 
and cards, personalise your wedding stationery, adorn favour 
boxes or decorate service sheets with this wonderful punch.
It’s easy to use on any paper - tissue paper, newspaper, gift wrap 
or even recycled kids drawings - and creates gorgeous cut-out 
scalloped hearts.  Punch: L 12.5cm x W 8cm. Hearts: L 4.5cm x W 4.5cm.
£10.50 P-PUNCH

5. Wedding Favour badgeS
We designed these to add a bit of sparkle and spice to your 
wedding. They are exclusively ours, now exclusively yours. 12 
Wedding favour badges in black, white and fuschia pink, with 12 
pithy statements for you to hand to some suitable guests,
or scatter on the tables for them to pick up. The sayings include
“I’m next”, “I love the Groom” and “the bouquet is mine”. Dia 4cm.
£10.50	 P-BADGSET Set of 12
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Look on the web for more great ideas!64 www.coxandcox.co.uk   0844 858 0744 65

6. battery tea light
When you want to create a romantic effect with candlelight outside, 
it’s always bound to be too breezy, but these clever windproof 
battery tea lights are the perfect solution! They look just like 
standard tea lights, right down to the flame, and the replaceable 
watch / lithium batteries will last for about 36 hours. Dia 4cm.
£16.50	 P-BATT  Set of 12 

7. ten voile Party bagS
You just know that people will want to keep these fab voile party 
bags long after the occasion is over. They’re lightweight, but
strong enough to hold all manner of party treats and plenty of
other childhood treasures for years to come. Wonderful zingy 
colours and a welcome relief from the normal plastic party bags. 
H 34cm x W 18cm.
£8.50 C-BAG  Pack of 10

8. kidS Party PaPer ChainS    NEW
It’s not rocket science to reinvent the paper chain for kids’ parties, 
but we like to think we have done it beautifully. For both boys and 
girls, and in bright colours. Each of the 48 gummed paper strips 
carries the word “party” in a fun kids’ font. Get them to help you 
make them up, it’s far easier than blowing balloons. L 3m.
£5.50 P-PARTYPAPER

1. heart ChoColate mouldS
It’s a doddle to make luscious heart-shaped chocolates using this 
special mould. Because it’s made from silicone, it’s flexible, so your 
sweets won’t crack or crumble when it’s time to turn them out.
And you don’t have to restrict yourself to chocolate creations 
either! This mould is great for preparing tasty treats for all sorts of 
parties and the chocolates would make a lovely inexpensive gift
or wedding favour. 15 chocolates per mould. L 21cm x W 10.5cm.
£12.50 P-MOULD 

2. Pink and red heart Sugar
They say it’s all in the detail, those tiny little touches that make
you smile and, when added together, produce a memorable day. 
This is one detail that will do just that. Pretty sugar lumps painted 
with pink and red hearts. Each box contains 30 cubes.
£12.50	 P-SUG  

3. miXed Sugar heart
These are the sweetest things. Decorative white, brown and amber 
coloured sugar cubes with cut-out sections, all ready to perch on 
the rim of your coffee cup. Fantastic for Valentines, bridal and baby 
showers, any special party, or simply as a small treat for every day
- your chance to be the hostess with the mostest! 250g. 
£21	 P-HEARTSUG   Approx 64 in the box

9. deleCtable doilieS    NEW
Doilies are back! Or did they ever go away? Another of our
retro product re-thinks. A pack of 30 kitsch paper doilies in 
fabulously bright colours on which to outlandishly present food. 
Place them under cakes, tarts and canapés, or straight onto
the table as place settings. 3 sizes, 10 of each.
Dia 26cm, 20cm, 14cm.
£5.50 P-DOILIE Pack of 30

10. ChineSe lanternS
Add an exotic, strong splash of colour to your celebrations for
very little money by hanging these 12 hand-painted Chinese
lanterns from surrounding trees or around the inside of your 
wedding venue. They come as a mixed colour pack of various 
shapes and are not suitable for use with candles or naked flame.
Average size H 12cm x W 12cm.
£7.50 P-CHIN  Set of 12

4. Pretty CoCktail StiCk deCorationS
For the most elegant drinks or nibbles, a set of 24 re-usable cocktail 
stick decorations, designed by us, exclusively for you. Delicately 
stamped heart, star and bird shapes clipped to the sticks and 
presented in a voile drawstring bag. When used, simply detach
the decorations and re-attach to new sticks. H 8cm.
£16 X-STICKDEC Set of 24

5. ShoWStoPPer Candle!    NEW
The product with the exclamation mark! Say no more. This is an 
all-singing all-dancing candle for a birthday cake, full of surprises. 
Resplendent in the middle of your icing stands a colourful kitsch 
plastic flower fraught with excitement. Light it’s sparkling candle
and the flower will blossom and spin with exuberance, and delight 
you with a rendition of “Happy Birthday”.
Whatever you imagine…it’s better! H 16cm.
£6.50 P-SHOW
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7. FroSted Silver hanging heartS
These are utterly charming. A pair of frosted silver glass hearts
with a hanging velvet ribbon in contrasting beige-brown.
They look gorgeous hanging on the back of chairs at a wedding,
or from a central table arrangement. Pair. W 8cm.
£10 X-FROST

8. PaPer bunting
This original paper bunting comes straight from the world of 
Mediterranean fiestas. It’s surprisingly robust and truly fantastic.  
An astonishing 50m in length, it comes on a fine cord, so that you
can either string it inside your venue or around the outside of a 
marquee - it would also look fun decorating trees surrounding 
the reception. L 50m.
£12.50	 P-FIEST

9. ConFetti boX
Put this fantastic, ready-to-go confetti kit in the church porch and 
guests can help themselves! Simply fill the 25 high quality, ivory 
coloured cones with the delightful mixture of delicate lilac, ivory 
blue and pink delphinium petals and wait for that perfect moment!
£45	 P-CON	  (Biodegradable)

1. ‘Parking’ and ‘to the loo’ SignS
A stylish way to direct your guests! Designed exclusively to match 
our Wedding and Party signs, they are vintage styled enamel, 
printed on both sides. You’ll spend less time pointing, more time 
partying. Pair ‘To the Loo’ and ‘Parking’. L 60cm x W 14cm.
£21 P-PARK   Set of 2 signs

2. Wedding Sign
You don’t want your guests to miss the fun, and no one wants
to stand around directing your guests. This sign gets them all
straight there with a sense of occasion and style. Our own
exclusive enamel wedding sign - printed both sides.
L 60cm x W 14cm.
£12.50 P-WED

3. Party Sign
This wonderful sign is just perfect for parties - whether they’re
inside or outside. Welcome and direct your guests with this 
weather-proof enamel waymarker - printed both sides.
L 60cm x W 14cm.
£12.50 P-PART

4. JuSt married StiCker
This is what all the best wedding cars are wearing this season!  
This self-adhesive ‘Just Married’ easy peel sticker is such a brilliant 
idea - it looks hand-written and gets the message across instantly!
H 14.5cm x W 63cm.
£12.50 P-JUST

5. White voile bunting
A charming and striking version of the traditional English summer-
time decoration. Add the finishing touch to your party or wedding 
with this high quality, exclusive white voile bunting. Romantic 
draped between trees, beautiful hung inside your house or marquee 
and eye-catching when it decorates an entrance - there’s an endless 
range of fun options. In a generous length of 10m.
£18.50 	P-VOIL

6. Wedding PaPer ChainS    NEW
We like to come up with simple ideas with surprising results.
Like taking a traditional decorative idea and giving it a twist,
or a renaissance. Paper chains at a wedding? Why not! Made
and designed exclusively by us for you. 48 off-white gummed
paper strips, each strip is bedecked with beautiful wedding
motifs and phrases in our stand-out vintage graphics. A quirky
and inexpensive way of decorating your reception. L 3m.
£5.50 P-WEDPAPER
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WEddiNg Lists
if you are interested in our Wedding List service,
please call our customer service line for more details.

customEr sErvicE tEam
if you have any queries you can call us on
0844 858 0734, monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm.

rEturNs
in the unlikely event that a parcel arrives damaged
or faulty, or if you wish to return it, you must contact
us within 8 working days of receiving your parcel
by calling us on 0844 858 0734 or by email at
customerqueries@coxandcox.co.uk. all returns,
unless faulty or damaged, are made at a cost to
yourself. items need to be returned within 30 days
in the original packaging and in a resaleable condition
and bespoke items are non-returnable unless faulty.

Please visit our website for our full returns policy
and our terms and conditions.
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kitChen tableCloth
£20 G-BTAB 
see page 27 for more details

kitChen CuShion
£14.50 G-BCUSH 
see page 27 for more details

for our complete range visit
www.coxandcox.co.uk
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